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GTL Expands Mobile IQ and Fusion Services with Law Enforcement and Correctional Partners  

Addition of a West Coast mobile forensics lab underscores success of GTL’s delivery of “Intelligence as a 

Service” for its customers. 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

Reston, Virginia – September 14, 2016 – GTL, the leading provider of correctional technology solutions 

and an innovator in payment services solutions for government, today announced the expansion of its 

intelligence services as part of a strategic blended approach to combatting contraband mobile telephones 

in prisons and jails. GTL has built a West Coast mobile forensic lab that combines GTL’s Mobile IQ 

product with its Fusion analytics team to offer value and a true integrated solution to law enforcement and 

correctional partners.  

 

GTL’s Mobile IQ solution is a proprietary approach focusing on three primary areas related to contraband 

cellphones. “Under the ‘Detection, Extraction and Analysis’ or ‘D.E.A.’ concept, we focus on a blended 

approach to detecting mobile telephones that have breached a correctional facility’s perimeter illegally, 

extracting data forensically, and analyzing data to develop actionable intelligence for facilities. This 

intelligence solution is designed to combat the source and supply of contraband cellphones, leading to 

safer and more secure facilities,” said Tim Skaja, Senior Vice President, Product Management and 

Service Delivery at GTL.  

 

GTL’s Fusion solution has GTL analysts working on-site with facility staff to provide support and critical 

services like proactive and reactive data analysis as well as forensic services. “The deployment of Mobile 

IQ and Fusion as a paired solution delivers significant value to our customers and the communities they 

serve. The West Coast mobile forensics lab is equipped with certified staff and state-of-the-art tools to 

conduct forensic mobile phone extractions to include JTAG and Chip-Off,” added Skaja.  

 

To learn more about Mobile IQ or Fusion “Intelligence as a Service” please contact GTL today. 

 

### 

About GTL 

GTL is the leading provider of integrated correctional technology solutions, delivering financial value, 

security, and ease of operation to our customers through visionary products and solutions at the forefront 

of corrections innovation. As a trusted correctional industry leader, GTL provides service to 

approximately fifty percent of inmates nationwide, including service to 33 state departments of 

corrections, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and 32 of the largest city/county facilities. GTL is 

headquartered in Reston, Virginia, with more than 10 regional offices across the country. To find out 

more about GTL, please visit our website www.gtl.net. You can also view us on Facebook, Twitter or 

LinkedIn.   
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